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ABSTRACT
An optimum value ofrotavator kinematic parameter λat which therotavator rotor radius should be
operated. This concept was used in designing the basic components of a rotavator relative to a
most widely used power tiller KH-75. Accordingly the λ was found to be 2.28 at a forward speed
of 0.6 m/s. The corresponding values of u, , and L were determined as 1.36 m/s, 52.27rpm and
34.42cm respectively. Accordingly the optimum diameter of the rotor was calculated as 4.29cm
with 8 blades on the shaft.
______________________________________________________________________________
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INTRODUCTION
The power to operate an implement is restricted by available power. Utilization of available
power or selecting appropriate implements based on the available power has become a crucial
issue during tillage operations due to wastage or inefficient use of power. Thus, increasing the
effectiveness of tillage tools, even by a small fraction, would amount to a huge saving in energy.
According to Hendrick and Gill (1971), power requirements of rotavators might bereduced by
considering the relationships between the tiller design and its operationalparameters. These
parameters include the direction of rotation of the blades, depth oftillage,
rotavatorkinematic parameter (λ) and the soil condition etc.

The kinematic parameter λ is the ratio of the blade peripheral velocityu to the forward speed v of
the power tiller. It is the most important rotavator operational parameter for quantifying a tool’s
tillage performance because if influences both the energy requirements and the resultant tilth
quality of a rotavator (Hendrick and Gill, 1971). Further the past studies show that decreasing λ
by increasing forward travel speed, results in an increase in thepower requirement, but a
reduction in the specific power. Decreasing λ by decreasing angular velocity of the rotor ,
decreases the powerrequirement and the specific power and increasing λ results in a greater value
of the ratio between cutting area and thevolume of the soil slice cut.

As the maximum exploitation from available energy is oneof the main goals of modern farming
systems, optimaldesign of agricultural machines proportionate to thepresent power must be
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considered in order toachieve this goal (Matyashim, 1968). Therefore the proper deign of
animplement to a power source is another method of increasingoperational efficiency.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is to determine theoptimal design of a rotary plough proportionate to
thepower tiller model of KH-75 which is widely used in the fields of Batticaloa, Sri Lanka.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The theoretical design of the rotavatorwas based on A and Ac for which, the power tiller model
of KH-75was considered as thesource of power supply to the rotavator.The following equations
were selected from the literature for the design procedure.

A= A0 + AB …………Equation 1 (Bernackiet al., 1972 and Hendrick and Gill, 1971).
A0 = 0.1 C0 K0 …………Equation 2
AB = 0.001 auu

2 …………Equation 3
av = auλ2 …………Equation 4
λ= …………Equation 5= 7.5 ƞ ƞ. . …………Equation 6= 260000…………Equation7= 60002 …………Equation 8
L = 2πRλZ …………Equation 9= 75 ƞ ƞ .…………Equation 10 (Bernacki . , 1972)
d = 16Mτ. π …………Equation 11 (Beer , 2008)
Ms = Ks. R …………Equation 12
τ = 0.577 k σf …………Equation 13
The specific work to be performed by the rotavator was calculated and tabulated at a wide range
of forward speed vof the power tiller and the tangential speed uof the blades of the rotavator.An
appropriate domain for v, working depth of the rotavatorand λ were developed. Based on the
usual forward speeds adopted by the local farmers, the domain for v was selected. Similarly, the
b domain was selected based on the possible working depths of a rotavator in the local field
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conditions of a loamy sand soil. The domain for λ was developed as per the selected forward
speeds with different u of the rotavator blade.
Using the values in the selected domain of v and λ the specific work of rotavatorA was calculated
at each instances. Further, the total performable work of the power tiller Acwas calculated at the
selected band v. In calculating the specific work of the rotavator a heavy soil condition was
assumed.Appropriate domain for b, v and λ were defined based on the technical specification and
from this domain, optimum values for the design parameters were selected.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The domain for specific work of the rotavator and the total work of power tiller is given in Table
1 at different λ and v values.

Table 1 Estimated Domain for A and Ac at different λ and v.

λ
v (m/s)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

A (kg.m/dm3)

1 11.26 11.31 11.39 11.50 11.65 11.82
2 11.31 11.50 11.82 12.27 12.85 13.55
3 11.39 11.82 12.54 13.55 14.85 16.43
4 11.50 12.27 13.55 15.34 17.65 20.46
5 11.65 12.80 14.85 17.65 21.25 25.65
6 11.82 13.55 16.43 20.46 25.65 31.98
7 12.03 14.38 18.30 23.79 30.85 39.47
8 12.27 15.34 20.46 27.63 36.85 48.11
9 12.54 16.43 22.91 31.98 43.65 57.90

10 12.85 17.65 25.65 36.85 51.25 68.85
11 13.18 18.99 28.67 42.22 59.65 80.94
12 13.55 20.46 31.98 48.11 68.85 94.19
13 13.95 22.06 35.58 54.51 78.85 108.59
14 14.38 23.79 39.47 61.42 89.65 124.14
15 14.85 25.65 43.65 68.85 101.25 140.85
16 15.34 27.63 48.11 76.78 113.65 158.70
17 15.87 29.74 52.86 85.23 126.85 177.71
18 16.43 31.98 57.90 94.19 140.85 197.87
19 17.02 34.35 63.23 103.66 155.65 219.18
20 17.65 36.85 68.85 113.65 171.25 241.65

Ac (kg.m/dm3)

30 72 36 24 18 14.4 12
45 48 24 16 12 9.6 8

b (cm) 60 36 18 12 9 7.2 6
75 28.8 14.4 9.6 7.2 5.76 4.8
90 24 12 8 6 4.8 4
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The table 1 shows that the performance of rotavators is affected by factors such as b, v
andλ.Increasing the b of the rotavator reduces the maximum work of power tiller. Specific
energy requirements increases at an increasingv as well as the λfor the soil condition
considered.Change inλ has a significant influence on the performance of a rotavator since
thischanges the L, which affects the volume of the soil cut perrevolution by the rotavator blades.
From the findings of Beeny and Greig (1965), largervalues of λmean more cutting by the blade
per unit volume, which increases the specificwork Aof the rotavator.

The effect of λ on the specific energyrequirements of rotavators appear to be an optimal value of
λ at which therotavator of a given rotor radius should be operated. For optimum working width,
there should be minimum difference between the rotovator specific work and the power tiller
maximum work. Therefore the possible selections of rotovator specific work and the power tiller
maximum work are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Possible selections for the design parameters

b
(cm)

v
(m/s)

λ
Difference

between A & Ac
(Kg.m/dm3) (rpm)

L
(cm)

30 0.2 20 54.35 152.84 3.92
0.4 29 1.65 443.236 2.70
0.6 9 1.09 206.334 8.73
0.8 5 0.35 152.84 15.71
1 2 1.55 76.42 39.28

1.2 1 0.18 45.852 78.57

45 0.2 20 30.35 152.84 3.92
0.4 14 0.21 213.97 5.61
0.6 5 1.15 114.63 15.71
0.8 1 0.5 30.568 78.57

60 0.2 20 18.35 152.84 3.92
0.4 10 0.35 152.84 7.85
0.6 2 0.18 45.852 39.28

75 0.2 20 11.15 152.84 3.92
0.4 7 0.02 106.988 11.22

90 0.2 20 6.35 152.84 3.92
0.4 3 0.18 45.852 26.19

Having considered the design criteria, it is clear from Table 1 and 2 that the optimum design
could be attained at a working width of 60cm with satisfactory limits of v and L together with
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least difference between A and Ac. Hence, 60cm is considered as optimal b at a forward speed of
0.6 m/s. Therefore, the exact value for λwas calculated as 2.28 by equating A and Ac.However,
Hendrick (1980) suggested a practical lower limit of λ to be 2.5because at low velocity ratios, the
backside of the blades would contact uncut soil resulting in drastic increase in specific energy
requirements. Even though the calculated value of λ is less than the suggested minimum value,
λ=2.28 was taken into account as the difference betweenA and Ac were found to be minimum
(0.18) and other selections resulted in inappropriate values of b(Table 2). However,Lisunov as
cited in Hendrick& Gill (1971) found the optimum value of λ to be 2.4 which is lesser than the
suggested value of 2.5. The following parameters were determined based on the exact value of λ
as per the equations 7, 8, 9, 10, 1 2 and13 (Table 3).

Table 3 Values of the design parameters

Parameter Estimated values for the design
u 1.36 m/s

52.27 rpm
L 34.42cm

Ks 710.52 kg
Ms 17763.16 kg-cm
τ 1147.18 kg/cm2

According to the above values the optimum diameter dwas calculated as 4.29cmusing the
equation 11. Provided with the working width bof 60cm and the distance between the flanges
were considered to be 15cm, it was assumed to have 2 blades on each side so that the total
number of blades on the shaft were assumed to be 8.

CONCLUSION
To achieve the maximum field efficiency forthe rotavator and to minimize the materials in the
designing of this plough the optimum working width and diameter of the rotavator relative to the
power tiller KH-75 was 60cm and 4.29cm respectively with 8 blades on the shaft. The rotational
speed of 52.27 rpm was determined for the rotor.

RECOMMENDATION
The values of basic design parameters should be used to design the rotovator to be tested in the
filed with the power tiller model KH-75.
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NOTATIONS
A -Total specific work of rotor (kg-m/dm3)
A0- Static specific work of rotor (kg-m/dm3)
AB - Dynamic specific work of rotor (kg-m/dm3)
Ac- Maximum work of the power tiller(kg-m/dm3)
v -Power tiller forward speed (m/s)
u -Peripheral velocity of rotor (m/s)
K0- Soil specific resistance (kg/dm3)
C0-Coefficient proportionate tothe soil type
avand au - Dynamic coefficients
λ -Kinematic parameter
Nc- Power of power tiller (hp)ƞ - Traction efficiency of the rotary plough shaftƞ -Coefficientof reservation of power tiller power
a - Rotary plough work depth (dm)
b - Plough work width (dm).

- Rotational speed of the rotor (rpm)
L - Length ofsliced soil (cm)
R - Rotor radius (cm)
Z -Number of blades oneach side of the rotor flanges.
Cs – Reliability factor of soil
d - Optimal diameter of rotor (cm)
Ms -Maximum torque at the rotor axle (N.cm)
τ - Allowable shear stress at the rotor axle (N/cm2)
K - Coefficient of stress
f – Factor of safety/ coefficient of safety

- Yield stress of steel (MPa)


